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Learning Objectives
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1. Provide an understanding of potential air quality concerns associated 
with converting office buildings to labs. 

2. Summarize best practice tools used to evaluate exhaust and intake 
designs and develop design mitigation strategies for reducing re-
entrainment concerns. 

3. Outline a method for developing emissions estimates for a wide range 
of exhaust contaminants.

4. Identify design planning strategies that can be used in early design 
stages to minimize re-entrainment issues and maximize tenant 
flexibility. 



Introduction
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Boom in Conversion to Labs
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MEP Design Considerations

• Ventilation/make-up air

• Conditioning (heating and cooling)

• Normal and standby power

• Domestic water

• Lab and sanitary waste

• Fire protection

• Lab exhaust

5Source: Converting Office Space to Lab Space | Bala

Impact on Building 
Air Quality?

https://www.bala.com/blog/converting-office-space-lab-space


Some of the Challenges

• Constraints of an existing structure

• Base building and tenant ventilation needs 
(dedicated systems, back-up power)

• Tenant requirements often not known, shared 
spaces

• Often in mixed use and urban areas 

• High demand for experienced laboratory designers

• Navigating codes and guidelines for laboratory 
exhausts can be tricky
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Exhaust Dispersion 
for Lab Conversions
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Exhaust Re-Entrainment 
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Exhaust ‘re-entry into 
building

Affects indoor air 
quality, comfort and 
safety of occupants

Influenced by wind 
interaction with 
building geometry

Wake Region
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Complex Building 
Geometries

Exhaust impacting 
adjacent buildings 
and/or neighborhood

Complex geometries 
can make predicting 
dispersion tricky

Urban mixed use may 
have operable windows



Conversion vs New Build
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• Limited roof or penthouse space 

• Exhausts and AHU’s on same roof

• Shafts may dictate equipment locations 

• Screen walls often used to hide roof 
equipment

• Structure may not support all equipment 
(emergency generators at grade).

• Can be difficult to achieve energy savings 
goals 



Common Problem Sources at Labs

Laboratory Exhausts

Fume hoods

Radioisotope hoods

Bio-safety hoods/cabinets

Pharmacy

Vivaria

Maker Space/ paint booth

Utility Sources 

Boilers

Emergency generators (gas and diesel)

Cooling Towers

Other Building Exhausts 

Kitchen grease hoods

Parking garage

Loading dock

Emissions from neighbors

Road traffic

Diesel rail traffic

Any exhaust that emits a pollutant or odor to the outside
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Fume Hood Exhausts

• Often presents some of the biggest challenges

• Significant energy requirements

• Chemical use often not known 

• Design flexibility: Tenants can change over time

• Taller Buildings - Finding continuous shaft space to 
the roof area can be difficult

• Low-rise Buildings – More flexibility between floors 
and relative ease of access to the roof
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Early Planning Design Strategies

• Locate exhausts on highest roof

• Maximize exhaust and intake separation

• Vertical discharge (even for general laboratory exhausts) 

• Avoid screen walls, don’t locate exhausts and intakes in same screen enclosure

• Manifold laboratory and fume hood exhaust 

• Cluster specialty/hazardous exhaust stacks

• Reduce emissions at source

• Stage fans for energy savings

• Use codes/design guidelines as a starting point
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Evaluating 
Dispersion
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Conceptual Design 
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Design Consultation

• Experience based review of design 
and site conditions

• Screening level calculations 

• Assumptions on equipment sizes 
and lab uses

• General recommendations for 
reducing risk, viability for the project 
to proceed

Predominant Winds

Design Notes:
• Solid Screen creates larger wake vs Porous 

Screen
• Shifting tenant equipment east would 

reduce influence of wake zone and increase 
separation to intakes.



Design Development

Detailed Assessment

1. Develop a design that provides safe air quality 
levels at sensitive locations  

2. Reduce exhaust flow rate and/or exit speed 
wherever possible (energy savings) 

Approach:

• Estimate emissions and determine criteria 

• Dispersion analysis (numerical or wind 
tunnel)

• Evaluate mitigation and assess for fan 
energy savings (fan turndown)

• Recommended in various design guidelines 
(e.g., ANSI/ASSP Z9.5 Revision)
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Estimate Emissions & Define Criteria
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Chemical use & credible emission scenario 
(routine emissions/accidental spill)

Thresholds of interest?

• Odor

• Occupational/Workplace 
Exposure (OSHA, NIOSH, ACGIH, 
EH40, etc.)

• National air quality objectives

• Facility/owner specific standards

• Short-term vs. long-term

There is no “one size fits all”

Best to coordinate with users and 
onsite EH&S, But……
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Chemical Use Unknown?

Required dilution for a 
representative spill in a fume 
hood

Diminishing return with higher 
target levels

Criteria for other sources 
outlined in I2SL Best Practice 
Guide



Numerical Dispersion Modeling
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Estimate of wind flow 
behavior around 
buildings

Dispersion calculations 
to predict impacts

Generally conservative 

Best applied for simple 
terrain and building 
massing 



Wind Tunnel Dispersion Modeling
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Most accurate and 
reliable method

Considers complex 
building geometries 
and topography

Fine-tune & 
optimize designs 
and fan energy 
savings



Improving Dispersion Performance

• Engineering or Emissions Controls

• Chemical Use or Handling Protocols? 

• Improved Dispersion performance:

• Exhaust stack placement & height

• Air Intake placement

• Bypass air at fan 

• Architectural modifications
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Evaluating Fan Turndown
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Plume height 
above roof

• Energy costs with higher flow/velocity

• Use modeling to assess desired 
turndown 

• Improve dispersion levels through 
design (preferred approach)

• Alternative/Supplemental methods:

• Fan selection  

• Staging/sequencing

• Active or “Wind Responsive” system



Case Study 
Examples
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Conversion in Mixed Use Area
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Fit-out of an old office building

Residential and mixed-use 
neighboring buildings

Chemical use well understood

Lab exhaust placement away from 
taller residential building

Generator routed to discharge from 
roof



Urban Laboratory Example
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Retrofit of an Historical 
Building

Adjacent residential 
buildings with operable 
windows

Flexible chemical use 

Stack height/location to 
minimize energy use and 
maintain safety



Summary
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Summary

• Conversion of offices to labs can present design challenges that impact building air quality.

• Early planning can reduce re-entrainment risk and anticipate the need for mitigation.

• I2SL best practice guide summarizes early planning strategies.

• Early planning and detailed dispersion modelling helps to:

o Identify and reduce risk (concept design),

o quantify dispersion, 

o investigate mitigation, 

o assess opportunities for fan turndown.
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Questions?
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